, (22) # with# vowel,ending# auxiliaries# (cf.# (16) , (22) 
An# interesting# generational# variation# that# we# leave# aside# is# the# apparent# disappearance# of# ave'# in# the# inflectional#paradigm,#in#younger#generations#of#native#speakers.#Since#we#lack#a#detailed#field#analysis#that# pin,points#the#status#of#this#emergent#pattern,#we#leave#aside#this#form#of#generational#variation#aside.# ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,p (!p:part'≤f:fear') !λy.s:Id((s:at'(m)∩s':¬part'(m) Ids:¬((s:at'(m) !λy.s:Id((s:at'(m) 
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